APPENDIX D KARITANE KORERO CARDS AND INSTRUCTIONS

Some ways to play with
Karitane Korero Cards
These cards communicate some of the ideas that came out
of research in Karitane. The research aimed to find ways to
encourage people to talk to each other, and discover new
things about the people and place around them. The
cards are also a tool to be used for you to generate your
own ideas, start a conversation, and learn about Karitane.
There are a number of ways you can use these cards, some
options are below, but surely you will find your own ways
of playing with them!
Splice: Pick up two cards at random what would the
outcome be if these two ideas had a baby? Take turns at
answering. Next round take three cards, and so on. Commit
your best idea/s to the blank cards included. What
happens if you splice your best ideas?
Shut it down: Pick up a card at random. Read the card
aloud to the group. Take turns to find a fault. Then take
turns to make an improvement. Make a card with your new
and improved idea.
Mimic: Pick a card at random and read aloud. Take turns to
apply this idea or concept to another context. Record the
best ideas on blanks.
Rapid fire: Take a pen and paper. Pick two cards at
random. Generate as many ideas from these two starting
points as you can in three minutes. Swap papers, pick two
of your friend’s ideas and repeat. Record the best ideas on
the blanks.
Half and Half: Read every second word on the card aloud
to the group. What do you think it means? What ideas do
you get from the gaps?
Chinese whispers: Pick a card. Paraphrase the idea and
whisper it to another player. Repeat. The last person reveals
the finished concept.
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Card 2
The citizen wall would be a living monument to the changing community.
People would have the opportunity to buy a brick and inscribe a record of
births, deaths, marriages and other special occasions, just as they would
buy a classified ad in the paper. The wall makes the collective memory of
the community tactile and available. It would serve as a growing changing
historical document and a tactile reminder of the people who have come
before and those who will follow.
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Card 3
People are a bit like whales; they have their routines and patterns, places
they visit a lot, people they see regularly. By mapping these interactions
we are able to see that more paths cross than we might realise, on roads,
near shops, in public spaces. We are connected by our infrastructure.

Card 4
Te papa my whanau is an ambitious concept which would see the gradual
development of a whakapapa database. People could look up their
families and see where they fit in the New Zealand family tree. The family
tree would be projected onto the walls of the major museums and archives
of New Zealand. This would be an invaluable resource for all New
Zealanders. It could be updated once established based on the census, and
people would be able to add comments and what they know about their
relatives (much like wiki-pedia). New immigrants’ family lines on the map
would start when they entered the country.

Witi Ihimaera, The Rope of Man, Reed New Zealand, October 2005
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Card 5
This concept lets visitors feel the extreme temperatures and textures of an
environment to encourage them to develop a more robust understanding
of place; a more realistic and comprehensive picture than a fleeting visit in
high summer. This installation is covered with panes which mimic the
temperature and texture of local environment such as the feeling of the
sand after a storm, summer asphalt, stormy water, drift wood, tussock
grass, the night temperatures.

Ingold, T & Terhi Kurttila. (2000), Perceiving the Environment in Finnish
Lapland, Body and Society, 6(3-4), p. 183-96, Sage Publications: London.

Card 6
Places are not static objects but dynamic, active things. We experience
them with our whole body, and respond as they change. Our relationships
to place are like a dance, we ‘tune’ our movements in response to our
surroundings (Ingold & Kurttila, 2000). When place leads, you follow; and
when you lead place follows. Our behaviour, understanding and
experiences are all bound up in this conversational dance with context and
landscape.(Ingold & Kurttila, 2000)

Ingold, T & Terhi Kurttila. (2000), Perceiving the Environment in Finnish
Lapland, Body and Society, 6(3-4), p. 183-96, Sage Publications: London.
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Card 7
This interactive sign is a way to make visible the length of association with
place. Each person who wants to participate is allocated an area of this
interactive notice board proportional to their length of association. They
are able to post as much or as little information as they like about the
place, themselves, their interactions or advice. Visitors are able to see how
limited their experience and understanding of the place is when they
leave, and children would be able to visualise their parent’s experience of
life and place.

Card 8
Strangers talk as they are sitting on the wharf fishing. The quiet, the water
and the content waiting seems to ease people into conversation.
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Card 9
This concept is a very literal translation from fishing for fish to fishing for
stories. Stories would be held in cockle-like containers which can be
opened by the lucky fisher-person. The magnetic cockles will be attracted
to the magnetic lines and attach themselves if the magnetic force is
stronger than that of the ‘sea floor’. By making people catch their stories
they become more interesting and more personal. Fisher-people may
share their story amongst the other fisher-people. Bigger stories are harder
to catch, just as more intimate narratives of place are harder to access.
People have the opportunity to fill cockles with their own stories and
throw them in the fishing well.

Card 10
Imagine an enormous woman knitting the world; we on a human scale in
time and space would both be providing the yarn for
her to continue knitting and be pulling her knitting apart. The
woman, on a larger time-scale, would not notice the passing of a
puller and would knit him or her back into the fabric of the place.
We could groan and gripe about the destruction of the
knitting but it would be no more or less as much a part of us - and it would
be as destructive to stop providing the yarn. We, like places, are
constantly being made and destroyed,;place is consistently
emergent, never finished: ‘a product of that interweaving of
trajectories’.
Massey, D. (2006) Landscape as provocation: reflections on moving
mountains. Journal of Material Culture, vol.11 (1/2): 33-48.
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Card 11
This concept aims to use the power of engagement, interaction, and
competitiveness to spread local, contemporary, and historical narratives.
The board game would use a website where you could upload and
download question cards for your area. The game would come with a set
of blank cards, some to print clues onto.
Eg.
Impersonate john trying to catch the crab last summer
Who was the first Maori chief to.....
What is the ....
Sculpt this headland....
What is the Maori name for xxxxxx
Tell a local war story
Get from the dairy to Browne St. turning only three corners.
Some cards would have blank spaces for photographs to be inserted.....

Card 12
How could we have a conversation with the people who will inhabit our
‘place’ in 1000 years? What will our remnants mean to them? The main
contribution to their place we will have made will be enormous repositories of discarded plastic; what will the archeologists of tomorrow make of
this? Will it be like us and our oil? We use the organic waste of millions of
years of forest decomposition to fuel our world, but we have no way of
understanding what that world was like, what that forest meant to its
inhabitants. The rubbish rosetta would be a means to decipher our
detritus, for people to understand what we have left behind.
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Card 13
the framework for an imaginary world to be built in the minds of the
listeners. A successful story is one which engages the listener to participate, it uses ‘less force’, which enlists more imagination or memory, using
participates in creating the space by ‘furnishing’ it with their memories and
their own stories. Just like a washing line provides the structure to hang
and dry your clothing, a story gives you the structure to hang memories,
imaginings and understandings on, so they can be explored, exchanged
and developed. Just as a good story provides the structure to hang your
memories on, good designing should create structures for possibility and
activity, imagination and creativity.
de Certeau M. 1984. Story Time. In: The Practice of Everyday Life, pp. 77-90.
University of California Press, Berkeley.

Card 14
Ariadne was the daughter of King Minos of Crete. Minos had Daedalus
build a Labyrinth, to house the Minotaur (the beast that his wife Pasiphae
bore after having intercourse with a bull). Minos required tribute from
Minotaur. Theseus, an Athenian, volunteered to accompany one of these
groups of victims to deliver his country from the tribute to Minos. Ariadne
fell in love with Theseus and gave him a thread which he let unwind
way back out again. The labyrinth was deceptive and full of dead-ends,
dark passages, and strange connections. I think this is what design is like:
once out you could not trace your way back to the start, unless you left a
thread, a trail of where you have been, how you made decisions, and
markers of where you started.
http://www.georgetown.edu/labyrinth/info_labyrinth/ariadne.htmde
Certeau, M. (1984). The practice of everyday life. University of California
Press: California. pp. 77-90.
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Card 15
These inverted horse-shoes placed in the ground could ‘mean’ anything.
They could be croquet hoops, bad luck charms, or miniature rainbows to
attract miniature pots of gold. They could ‘mean’ we could climb through
out cities, if the world shifted on its axis, but as Paul Carter notes in
Mythform (2005), it is not what forms mean - but rather what they do in a
network of social relations that should be the focus of design for community (Carter, 2005 p.3). Community is not a stable entity but the unification
of singular beings sharing space or world, emerging out of mutual
exposure. Design can prompt shared experience, as in this instance; it
would not be the hoop which would be shared but the act of falling and
helping.
Carter, P. (2005). Mythform: the making of Nearamnew at Federation
Square. Carlton, Vic.: Miegunyah Press.

Card 16
I have found the act of drawing or converting theory into visual metaphors
is a useful practice in remembering and organising thoughts.
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Card 17
This project cannot represent all local knowledge, contemporary and
historical, but it can show the overlaps and the gaps between the lived and
the professional understandings of place and knowledge of Karitane. The
cognitive mapping of place by different stakeholders in the community,
from visitors, to residents, to historians, will show gaps and the overlaps in
understanding and experience of place visually.

Stephenson, J. (2005). Values in space and time: a framework for
understanding and linking multiple cultural values in landscapes : a thesis
submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the University of
Otago, Dunedin.

Card 18
Cultural core samples are about showing a place over time. Stand on an X
and a ‘cultural core sample’ will pop out of the ground.
The core sample consists of material gathered from that site in chronological order. Photographs and drawings will be in strata which can be pushed
out of the main core to be seen.
This is a concept which deals with ideas of a multi-dimensional place, of
perplexing time scales and the transience of place.
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Card 19
People are the most interested in each other when they have a common
cause. Small communities often band together around schools or other
public institutions, or they’ll band together to ‘fight’ something which
effects them all for example development, boundary disputes, aluminium
smelters. There is nothing (well maybe not quite) which lubricates the
social engine like a common enemy.

Card
Card 20
18
20
A cognitive map can be understood as the ’internalised recollection and
reconstruction of space in thought’ (Hart and Moore, 1973) or it can be
understood as the ‘external reported map’ or ‘spatial product’ (Kitchen,
1994) which reflect the internal cognitive processes involved in
understanding and navigating though a space. Cognitive maps do not
only contain physical information but social and environmental meanings
and knowledge; they are rich with association, impressions, thoughts,
feelings, and ideas. Every person aquainted with an environment
possesses a simplified cognitive structure of the environment (Goodchild,
1974, p.157) these cognitive structures are BUILT through the relationship
between behaviour and environment, through interacting with an
everyday environment. Cognitive mapping will be useful in this study
because interaction will determine memory and map.
Kitchen, R.M (1994). Cognitive Maps what are they and why study them?, Journal of Environmental
Psychology. 14, p.1-9
Hart, R.A & Moore, G. (1973) The Development of Spatial Cognition: A Review. In R.M Downs & D.
Stea Eds., Image and Environment. Chicago, Il. pp. 246-288
Goodchild, B. (1974). Class differences in environmental perception: an exploratory study. Urban
Studies, 11, 157-169.
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21
Card 19
As Karitane is a coastal community thirty minutes drive from Dunedin
there are a lot of people driving in and out of town. A system where people
could display a sticker or signal on their car that they are willing and
qualified (e.g. Full Drivers licence) to take passengers could enable new
connections in the community. There could be Karitane cab pickup spots
close to bus stops so that people could take the first ride that came. Just as
public transport gives people the opportunity to sit and talk to each other
(for what can be up to an hour) so does this. People could alleviate the
guilt, and cost associated with driving a car with one person and share
their stories and lives with people who live close by. The community cab
stickers would be most useful at the town end, where travellers could
recognise the cars, going their way.
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Card
Card 22
20
‘People cannot maintain their spiritual roots and their connections to the
past if the physical world they live in does not also sustain these roots’
(Alexander et al. 1977, p. 132).
How can we use design to record layers of time as they unfold, so that they
are visible and able to provide physical connections to the people and
times that have come before them? How can you speak to the future in
the language of now?
How can people record evolving fragments of now in a way people of the
future will be able to access and read? Like the worn stone steps of old
churches, it means something that many feet have walked that path, that
step is a physical reminder of the roots of a community.
Alexander, Christopher. (1977) A pattern language: towns, buildings, construction / Christopher
Alexander, Sara Ishikawa, Murray Silverstein, with Max Jacobson, Ingrid Fiksdahl-King, Shlomo
Angel.New York : Oxford University Press.
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Card 23
By Mapping where recounted stories occur it will be possible to see where
the most important places in Karitane are to the participants. I think it is
likely that a lot of stories will focus around particular locations such as the
school. It will be interesting to see the collective ‘narrative map’ of
respondents. In this illustrated example, the bigger the dot the more
people mentioned that particular place.

Massey, D. (2005). For Space. London: Sage Publications.

Card 24
There must be a better way of organizing references than in discreet lists.
OK so there are many databases dedicated to making access and
management of references easier and instant, but the grim determination
to hold on to the idea of a list seems a little short sighted in my opinion.
How about treating references like we treat road maps, the most
commonly used represented as highways, others could be rural roads,
junctions, or dead ends.
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Card 25
Building a cognitive map of the cognitive map literature is a good way for
me to process and summarise my progress and understanding of the
subject. I will take images of the maps I have been drawing to remember
references and document the process of how they all come to mean
something to me. I hope that by the time I have completed my review of
cognitive mapping literature I will be able to draw a road map of the
literature, with its highways, junctions, side streets, and dead ends.
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Card 26
Instant and live notice board visible in the center of the community but
also accessible on the internet.
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Card 27
Using a visual symbol to distinguish between community members and
non-community members is an age-old tradition (moko, crowns, clothing,
flags), a tradition which is continued today in branding. Familiar symbols
can facilitate identification and interaction. Visual symbols are especially
good at this as they are easily remembered, and instantly recognisable.
Brands or symbols can take the place of the familiarity of a face. Branding
has been used to create a global language of products and culture, but
branding has also been used to create and build geographically distinct
communities such as nations.
Traversky, B. (2002) What do sketches say about thinking? In T. Stahovic, J.
Landay and R. Davis (Eds.), Proceedings of AAAI Spring Symposium on
sketch understandings. Menio Park, (CA): AAAI Press

Card 28
People rally together in an emergency, it breaks down barriers, and people
start to talk to and help strangers....They may even start to love them. Take
for instance Keanu Reeves and Sandra Bullock in Speed (1994). If a
community ran through civil defense drills together it might open up a few
contacts, get the oldies talking about...the floods of 78. the storm of 64 and
the efforts during the war. This context could be useful in developing
community and conversation.
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Card 29
Tversky (1993) highlights two different approaches to describing space,
they are route and survey descriptions. A route description is a mental
tour through a space, and a survey perspective is a bird‘s eye view which
describes landmarks in relation to each other in terms of north, south, east,
and west (Tversky, 1993, p.19). To gather rich data it will be important to
push respondents to describe the space both ways. In 2002 Tversky
changes this terminology to routes and regions. She also notes that
sketches of place contain seen and unseen information, and that by asking
participants to add arrows for movement a greater understanding of the
place as an active space can be understood.
Tversky, B (1993). Cognitive maps, Cognitive Collages and Spatial Mental Models. In Spatial
Information Theory: A theoretical Basis for GIS proceedings COSIT ’93. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science 716, pp 14-24, Springer: Berlin.
2002 Tversky, B. (2002). What do sketches say about thinking? In T. Stahovic, J. Landay, and R. Davis
(Editors), Proceedings of AAAI spring symposium on sketch understanding. Menlo Park, CA: AAAI
Press.

Card 30
Tversky highlights the significance of vantage points; she suggests that
where you start a mental model or map changes judgements of space and
place (Tversky, 1993, p.16). For this research I can ask for different vantage
points, for example from your home or from town. When Karitane is drawn
alongside town, the differences between the two will most likely be
emphasized. Which vantage points might exaggerate the ‘beachy-ness’ or
rural qualities of the map and description?

Tversky, B (1993). Cognitive maps, Cognitive Collages and Spatial Mental Models. In Spatial
Information Theory: A theoretical Basis for GIS proceedings COSIT ’93. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science 716, pp 14-24, Springer: Berlin.
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Cultural Orienteering

Card 31

Just as we use maps and directions to navigate geographic place, we can
use stories and cultural knowledge to navigate through a social, historical,
and cultural space. Cultural orienteering could be a good way to engage
people with stories of place and could be a community event centred on a
community institution like a school. Like a treasure hunt—participants
have to obtain the answers to clues about place by talking to people.
Questions are developed so that answers are not available on the internet
or in books. Local knowledge is tested, transmitted and developed
through this practice. Winners are the people reach the final clue first.

Your Place Playmat

Card 32

Having a play mat specific to your home or area could build a stronger
connection to place, and be a tactile reminder of how a child perceived the
place they grew up. With a ‘my place play mat’ children could conduct
their play in a their ‘place’ rather than a generic image of a place. Children
could put in their friends’ houses, places they pick black berries, go to
school, have picnics, or go swimming. It would be a prompt for children to
share their memories and understanding of place, and an image of what is
important to them.
The mats would be carpet and come with: a basic template of the client‘s
area; tracing paper for children to draw their place; a grid the size of the
paper. Basting stitched grid on carpet, carpet paint, gloves mask and
instructions. Parent or adult would paint carpet based on children’s
instructional map.
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Your way my way

Card 33

I am not a social scientist, I am not a scientist, I am not a philosopher and so
this thesis will reflect that. I am a designer, and design is my process not my
subject. Paul Carter’s Material Thinking sums this up much more eloquently
than I ever could. He makes a clear distinction between ‘material thinking’
and the critics and theorists who evaluate and analyse the products of
material thinking (Carter, 2004). The creative process can stand up to rational
inquiry, the creative process can and will yield possibility, questions, and
avenues for investigation that others can’t. To quote, “the process of material
thinking enables to think differently about our human situation, and by
displaying in a tangible but non-reductive form its inevitable complexity, to
demonstrate the great role of works of art can play in the ethical project of
becoming (collectively and individually) oneself in a particular place” (Carter,
2004, xii). This work is particularly relevant to this project as it not only deals
with design and design research, but issues of identity and place.
Carter, P. (2004). Material Thinking: The theory and Practice of Creative Research. Melbourne: Melbourne
University Press.

Story Crown

Card 34

Participant B talked about people only being told the stories of Karitane
when they were worthy. By keeping access limited, the stories are
treasured. Knowing many stories of a place and of the past is a sign of
mana. Participant B also talked about the people who know the stories
getting ‘sick of telling them, so it is often the younger generation who tell
them’.
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Cognitive Collage

Card 35

Cognitive collage rather than cognitive map? Tversky argues that the
concept of a cognitive map is ill fitting as it unlikely that information can or
will be organized into a single coherent image or map-like structure. She
argues for a change in terminology, as the organisation and structure of
knowledge is more akin to collage. Collage is a multi-media construction
with overlays of themes and different points of view. Tversky also argues
that as information may be systematically distorted the metaphor of a
scaled map is inadequate.
I like this idea. I am sure that my internal ‘map’ is more like Les Demoiselles
d'Avignon (1907), than the Mona Lisa. It has a mixture of perspectives,
scales and deviates significantly from what I have seen or experienced.
Tversky, B (1993). Cognitive maps, Cognitive Collages and Spatial Mental Models. In Spatial
Information Theory: A theoretical Basis for GIS proceedings COSIT ’93. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science 716, pp 14-24, Springer: Berlin.

Secret Society

Card 36

Little boys and girls know that secrets draw you closer to your peers (to the
exclusion of others). In a small community such as Karitane, there is merit
in retaining local knowledge for a select group of locals but this only works
if there are enough people being included to retain the stories and
knowledge. Participant C who has been a resident in Karitane for over 20
years says that she still feels excluded from the ‘inner circle’ of the Karitane
Community.
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Plotlines and Narratives

Card 37

The Progress Narrative – Later is better
The Decline Narrative – Good Ole Days
A Zig Zag in Time – Romantic Comedy, change in fortunes.
Rise and Fall (Bad Guy goes down) or Fall and Rise (Cinderella).
Trees and ladders- (Uni-linear Narratives or Multi-linear eg. Darwin’s
evolution)
Circles and Rhymes – Recurrence Narratives
Mountains and valleys – Density of Narratives.
Legato and Staccato – Smooth or Jumpy. (Zerubavel 2003)
These tropes would be useful to map overall impressions of stories. See
how this relates to maps.

Zerubavel, E. (2003). Time Maps: Collective Memory and the Social Shape of
the Past. Chicago, University of Chicago Press.

Geo-social Networks Card 16Card 38
Physical components of the environment can act as a tactile memory, and
can build strong links between people in their social and temporal network
of place. Just as Europeans named places after people, everyone assigns
personal knowledge to places; for example you don’t say that’s number 11
Gray St, you are more likely to say, ‘that is Jerry’s house’, and the house will
evoke a memory of Jerry. Your ‘image [of place] is soaked in memories and
meaning’ (Lynch, 1960, p.1). Ishikawa et. al (1977) stress that the physical
manifestations of memory which connect people, place, and past are very
important as they trigger memories.
Ishikawa, S. M. S., Max Jabcobson, Ingrid Fiksdahl-King, Shlomo Angel
(1977). A Pattern Language. New York, Oxford University Press.
Lynch, K. (1960). The Image of the City London, The M.I.T Press.
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Dah da-ta

Card 39

Stephenson highlights a problem in synthesising landscape information ‘systematically’
(Stephenson, 2005, p.8). She argues that different disciplines have different ways of
looking at and understanding landscape and that this often means that aspects of what
makes a place special and important to the people who live there are not considered. The
examination of how community identities are anchored in the tangible environment are
marginal in theory and practice (Stephenson, 2005) but understanding the relationship
between people and places is fundamental in the appropriate ‘management’ of
landscapes. Stephenson comes from a planning background so her frameworks are based
around planning and managing landscapes and communities from the top down. This
project aims to provide more opportunities for self-organising community interaction and
conversation, but both approaches require ground-level knowledge in order to achieve
their ends. So the data collected and visual analysis of it could be useful and relevant for
other disciplines and local organisations. Communities are feeling disenfranchised
because planners and strategists are not taking the community’s best interests, but are
assuming that monetary development is what the community wants and needs (Freeman,
personal communication 27/04/07).
Stephenson, J. (2005). Values in space and time: a framework for understanding and
linking multiple cultural values in landscapes: a thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy at the University of Otago, Dunedin.

Bhutan’s marbles

Card 40

Bhutan is the only state in the world which uses happiness as an indicator of national
performance. GNH (gross national happiness) is based on the idea that true
development of human society is not simply economic but is spiritual and emotional
as well.
One of Bhutan’s cultural practices is to balance the (metaphoric) white marbles and
the black marbles. Having a lot of white marbles is good, but if your black marbles are
adding up then good acts can balance them. This concept derives from Bhutan’s
marbles and is a community indicator of good will. You can add a marble/stone to
someone’s Bhutan box (attached to their letter box) to show them and the
community that they have treated you well.
Traditional measures of progress and development are changing the nature of the
Karitane community: rising property prices are seen to be positive for the area but
based on the research currently being conducted there has been a drastic negative
effect on the ‘happiness’ of the community.
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Tao, holes & bowls

Card 41

We put thirty spokes together and call it a wheel; But it is on the space
where there is nothing that the usefulness of the wheel depends. We turn
clay to make a vessel; But it is on the space where there is nothing that the
usefulness of the vessel depends.
We pierce doors and windows to make a house; And it is on these spaces
where there is nothing that the usefulness of the house depends.
Therefore just as we take advantage of what is, we should recognize the
usefulness of what is not. (Waley, 1958)
Chaos is the yawning, or gaping open of time and space to permit creation
Carter suggests in material thinking it is important to ‘[m}ake the
distinction between abyss and gap. Then make the distinction between
abyssal thinking about the gap and a way of thinking inspired by the gap
itself’ (Carter, 2004 p.3).
Carter, P. (2004). Material Thinking: The Theory and Practice of Creative Research. Melbourne,
Melbourne University Press.
Waley, A. (1958). The Way and Its Power: A Study of the Tao Te Ching and its Place in Chinese Thought.
New York, Allen & Unwin.

Spider wo/men

Card 42

Map connectedness to community by making a line for each person
mentioned in the interview. The line weight gets thicker in proportion to
the number of times the participant mentions the person. Participants
will be joined where they mention each other or other people mentioned
by other people.
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You’re Mistaken

Card 43

People often talk about mistakes, like Milton, the little town in Southland
with its chicane, which was the result of a surveying blunder. I have had
several conversations about this road, but none about all the main roads
without chicanes. My family take great delight in talking about the time I
told them it was the Salvation Army doing the 21 gun salute off point
Jerningham, but don’t remember other conversations when I was right.
When things are done without flaws they often become invisible, but when
mistakes are made they can challenge people (even by being blatantly
wrong) to talk amongst themselves.

Friend fruit salad

Card 44

These memory balls act as tactile reminders of people from your past or
present. Each person has their own personal ball (just like a business card)
and can add themselves to your bowl if or when they choose. Sit down
on your own or with friends and rifle through the people who have been
part of your life, tell stories you had forgotten or remember people who
have slipped out of your daily life.
This system provides a much more versatile way to access your memory
than photos because the memories are not limited to the ones which
have been captured. The memory bowl is also a tactile reminder of the
communities you are part of, and the people you have been connected to.
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Mick’s Story Poles

Card 45

Story poles will be in different locations through out the year. People will
be able to post memories of an area around the pole, so that a spatial
memory map can be built.

Living cemetery

Card 46

Recording the stories of the present for the future is valuable and can be quite easy if
done systematically. One way to record important moments in people’s lives and
relationships would be to have a document that accompanied each burial. Each year
the documents for all burials in each cemetery would be compiled and four volumes
would be printed and bound; one for the national library, one for the cemetery, one
for the regional library, and one for the genealogical society of New Zealand.
Documents would only be released for public viewing after 50 years to ensure privacy.
Information recorded and compiled would be managed by the funeral director
involved; the death certificate, and a brief description of the service, family of the
deceased and people involved would be recorded on a standardized sheet; other
material would also be included such as notices in the paper, and a family statement.
All of this information would be extremely valuable for the people and historians of
the future as it would capture an entire population, not just the rich and famous. It
would provide an excellent resource for genealogists as it would include the names of
other family members (with different names or complex relationships). It would
provide a narrative for the cemeteries of our city and give people the information
they need to care about the people who have lived before us. Such a system would
be particularly useful in Europe, where graves are re-used and headstones discarded
after 50 years.
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Your place desk top

Card 47

Organising your desktop through a meaningful image makes finding
relevant files quicker and easier. It also adds a personal flavour to your
computer space that helps you navigate your digital information rather
than camouflaging files in photos of your beach house. This is like the
adult’s version of the your place play mat (card 32).

Dicing up Dialogue

Card 48

This a game you play with a map of the place you all know and a dice.
Roll the dice and whereever it lands you have to tell a story about that
place.
Even numbers for personal narratives.
Odd numbers for historical narratives.
If the story is given the thumbs up from your fellow players you are
awarded the number of points on the dice.
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Do disturb

Card 49

Like the symbols that are used on email chatting to show what your ‘status’
is these interchangeable door plates enable people to signal to potential
visitors how welcome they will be.
Orange- Pop in
Yellow- Please visit I am procrastinating
Grey - Tired and grumpy
Red- Busy today

Not in Karitane now Dr Ropata

Card 50

This concept is about keeping a connection to place, and a reminder of
stories even if you are not there. People can have their own Story box which
would have recorded sounds of ’home’. Personalised maps and figurines
which would also be altered to represent the people who loomed large in
your experience of Karitane.
The box could fold down and be a space for play. This is the kind of object
which could engage children in the parent’s childhood or history as it
would be a way for them to play with the elements of the parent’s past.
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Oral Access

Card 51

This concept is about giving the stories I have collected back to the
community in a meaningful and accessible way. This would be an
interactive map, with active buttons to access audio recordings of
people’s stories.
Potential categories would be person, place and topic so that people
could easily find what they were looking for.

Memory Lane

Card 52

Places can trigger memories of long forgotten conversations, emotions
and faces (Gattis 2001, 3). Space can sometimes be a more powerful
organiser of memory than time. Maps or representations of space can also
trigger these memories. Memory lane is a lane with a representation of
space on two walls and the floor. People can come to be reminded of
what they had forgotten and tell each other their stories.
Gattis, M., Ed. (2001). Spatial Schemas and Abstract Thought. Cambridge,
The MIT Press.
Stevens, R. (2007). Mapping Otakou. Exhibition at Koputai Gallery ort
Chalmers.
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